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Welcome and Introduction
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Welcome and Introduction - Renu Joseph
AI4ESP Program Overview - Nicki Hickmon
Opening Remarks & EESSD Introduction - Gary Geernaert
ASCR Introduction - Randall Laviolette
▪ AI4ESP Workshop Report - Olga Tweedy
▪ AI4ESP Topical Updates
– Earth System Predictability Topics
• Ecohydrology, Land Modeling, Human Systems & Dynamics - Forrest Hoffman
• Atmospheric Modeling, Aerosols & Clouds, Climate Variability & Extremes - Scott Collis
• Hydrology, Watershed Science, Coastal Dynamics / Oceans / Ice - Haruko Wainwright
– Cross-Cutting Topics
• KDSL, AI Architecture Co-Design, Neural Networks - Forrest Hoffman
• Data Acquisition, Knowledge-Informed Machine Learning, Explainable AI - Scott Collis
• Hybrid Modeling, Surrogate Models & Emulators - Haruko Wainwright
▪ Discussion
▪
▪
▪
▪

AI4ESP PROGRAM OVERVIEW

What is AI4ESP

AI4ESP is a BER-ASCR planning project
BER-ASCR planning project is to create a paradigm shift in
the science of predictability and prediction, based on the codesign of artificial intelligence methodologies with physicsbased observing, data assimilation, modeling, and prediction.
It directly supports the DOE strategy to advance climate
science and capabilities.
AI4ESP exploits exascale and edge computing, 5G, advanced
software, and novel UQ approaches, based on early success
stories and strategic roadmapping; and informs the process of
setting priorities within DOE.
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AI4ESP – why now?
•

Scientists and stakeholders are asking tougher questions that demand much more accurate climate projections
than are available today, e.g., extreme events, storm surge, ice storms, etc.

•

In BER-EESSD, there have been success stories in the use of ML for watershed science, cloud physics, feature
tracking, and some system modeling, to achieve dramatically reduced uncertainty. While these success stories
are impressive, the ambition is to create success stories that encompass the continuum of observing to modeling
and prediction

•

ASCR has committed significant investment in applied mathematics and ML/AI, but there’s only a limited
connection to the Earth system and climate community

•

We have a large number examples where the labs have been bold in the physical and biological sciences, often
going against all odds to produce incredible science and revolutionary capabilities

•

There are climate and AI science visionaries in our community who want the chance to show that we can go
beyond talk and create the framework and strategy for a paradigm shift in prediction science that combines
physics with AI

•

Why DOE? AI4ESP is a tough challenge that demands access to DOE’s most advanced facilities, as well as
multi-disciplinary innovative teams found in labs, universities, private sector, and through interagency
collaboration
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AI4ESP - Not Just Coordination
To be effective, DOE wants AI4ESP as a collaborative-as an
extension beyond MODEX to more rapidly facilitate co-design
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2021 AI4ESP Workshop
•

Spring ‘21: Community delivered 156 white papers on concepts that combined AI
with climate science to inform the design of a game-changing workshop

•

Oct-Dec ‘21: AI4ESP workshop held to further refine concepts towards a
community strategy in support of the goals of DOE
– Goal: How can we combine AI and machine learning with the traditional physics-based approach to

(First Look - Provisional)

prediction research, in order to reduce uncertainties for climate predictions of complex extreme
phenomena in high gradient environments

•

Feb ‘22 through June ‘22: Brief DOE plus other federal and international agencies
on workshop results
–
–
–
–
–
–

Building communities (defragment the silos, data science, computer science, applied math)
Workforce development, multi-agency/international coordination, infrastructure (user facilities, AI centers)
Create and maintain benchmarking & training datasets, combined datasets
Capture and propagate uncertainty quantification obs-to-models derived from ML integrated with
traditional approaches
Include complex human processes & decisions (Ethical, trustworthy, explainable AI & environmental
justice)
Co-Design advanced computing, software, hybrid ML/physical models, and future Earth system modeling
capabilities
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▪
▪
▪

740+ participants
178 institutions
17 sessions, 10 days, 5 weeks

EESSD INTRODUCTION

DOE-BER Earth and Environmental System Sciences Division (EESSD)

VISION is to advance
predictability of the Earth
System

Grand Challenges (2018-2023)
• Integrated water cycle
• Biogeochemistry

Approach is to exploit EESSD’s
• High latitudes
modeling capabilities, user facilities,
including, e.g., ARM facility, and
• Drivers and responses
ASCR’s exascale-class computers and
dedicated AI and applied mathematics • Data model integration
research; and exploited innovative
multi-disciplinary teams

EESSD major capabilities to enable AI4ESP
● Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) User Facility, each with radar, lidar,
cloud-aerosol observations, and meteorological information
○

3 fixed observatories (Oklahoma; Alaska; Azores)

○

3 mobile facilities (currently in Houston; central Colorado; soon in Alabama)

● Long term environmental, ecological, and/or watershed field studies
○

CO; WA; TN; Lake Erie; mid-Atlantic; Alaska; Tropics,...

● Modeling: Energy Exascale Earth System Model / SCREAM; Large Eddy
Simulation; Agent Based Modeling; ILAMB; feature tracking; etc.

HOW WILL EESSD RESPOND TO THE AI4ESP WORKSHOP
• Based on AI4ESP discussions and documentation in the report, Lab projects
and facilities will be expected to consider ML/AI opportunities in their current
and future work plans and renewal proposals
• The next strategic plan (2023-2028) will strongly consider the outputs of this
workshop in developing strategic priorities
• Organize follow-up seminars and workshops with stakeholder groups and
other agencies to condition them for new capabilities on-the-horizon
• The report will inform priorities in future FOAs

ASCR INTRODUCTION

ASCR has a growing commitment to AI/ML research
ASCR awards more than $66M in FY2019-21
Title

Announcement

Fiscal
Year

DE-FOA-0002501

2021

BRIDGE2AI and Privacy-Preserving Artificial Intelligence
Research [with NIH]

LAB 21-2502

2021

Data-Intensive Scientific Machine Learning and Analysis

DE-FOA-0002493

2021

Artificial Intelligence and Decision Support for Complex Systems

DE-FOA-0002321

2020

Scientific Machine Learning for Modeling and Simulations

DE-FOA-0002319

2020

FAIR Data and Models for Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning

DE-FOA-0002306

2020

Scientific Discovery Through Advanced Computing: Scientific
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence For Fusion Energy
Sciences [led by FES, Office of Science]

DE-FOA-0002224

2020

Scientific Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence: Uncertainty
Quantification

DE-FOA-0002122

2019

Data Reduction for Science

ASCR FACILITIES ENABLE AI4ESP
▪ High-resolution modeling at the vanguard of large-scale
computing: Simulations on ALCF are using deep neural networks to
predict how short-term and long-term changes in weather patterns
affect the local scale — down to neighborhoods or specific critical
infrastructure
▪ Climate adaptation and earth system ORNL researchers are using AI
techniques on OLCF to understand the genetic variables and patterns
that lead to their ideal properties as a knowledge platform for the future
design of climate-adapted crops.
▪ Data accessibility: ESnet and NERSC have long played significant
roles in enabling data accessibility and transport for large-scale climate
and earth system data

AI4ESP WORKSHOP REPORT

AI4ESP Workshop Report
•
•
•
•
•

Executive Summary
Background of AI4ESP
Steps towards the AI4ESP workshop
Key findings from the workshop
Session reports

• Grand Challenges

• 9 Earth System Predictability Science Topics
• 8 Cross-Cutting AI/ML Topics

• State-of-the-Science
• Experimental, Data & Modeling
Opportunities

• Common Challenges & Opportunities

• Research Priorities

• Resources, Capabilities & Facilities

• Short-term (<5 years), 5-year &
10-year Goals

• ESP & Computer Science/Math Priorities
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Workshop Report Timelines and beyond …
Timelines:
▪

Late December – early January: full report draft

▪

Feb – March, 2022: final report posted

▪

BER/EESSD, ASCR, and broader community

Report

One report – many uses:

– Available to the DOE and broader community as a starting point and
reference for future work and collaborations;
– Will help to identify priorities on how to incorporate AI and ML into its
investments (strategic planning)
– Contribute to the advances in the workforce and infrastructure
development
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AI4ESP TOPICAL UPDATES
- Earth System Predictability Topics
- Cross-Cutting Topics

ESP Topic: Ecohydrology

Soils & Belowground; Watersheds; Hydrology; Ecophysiology & Plant
Hydraulics; Ecology; Extremes, Disturbance & Fire, and Land Use &
Land Cover Change; Uncertainty Quantification, Methods & Techniques

▪ Grand Challenges

– Develop multiscale representations of land processes that incorporate
heterogeneous patterns of water stores and fluxes, vegetation
patterns, physiological function, and biogeochemical cycling to
understand and predict responses to climate extremes
– Develop models of climate extremes, pulse and press stresses, and
ecophysiological responses to understand and predict ecosystem
disturbances and recovery
– Apply ML for functional model benchmarks, to constrain model
complexity, and to quantify model and data uncertainty

wallpaperbetter.com

▪ Priorities & Goals: AI-ready “benchmark” datasets; software
frameworks for swapping ML- and process-based parameterizations in
models; integrated data and compute infrastructure and research
center for AI/ML in Earth system predictability
Nature

ESP Topic: Land Modeling
Disturbances, Photosynthesis & Physiology, Land-Atmosphere,
Belowground, Land Use Change & Agriculture

▪ Grand Challenges
–
–
–
–
–
–

Uncertainty quantification and propagation
Scale bridging, spatial and temporal
Connecting extreme events and disturbance
Data challenges: gap-filling, sampling, extrapolation and synthesis
Capturing heterogeneity, especially for land-atmosphere interactions
Building ML into ESMs: hybrid models

McDowell et al. (2019)

▪ Priorities & Goals: AI education and collaboration across institutions,
development of general ML methods for scaling, hybrid physicsconstrained ML/mechanistic models, ML methods for applying sparse ABC7 News
data to constrain/inform global models, identify datasets and
databases to integrate/harmonize for synthesis, create an AI/ML
institute to establish long-term support and multi-disciplinary
drought.gov
collaboration

ESP Topic: Human Systems & Dynamics

Coupled Human-Earth System Models for Process Understanding
▪ Grand Challenges
– Primary Drivers: reduce uncertainty around aggregate emissions
– Secondary Drivers:
•
•
•
•
•

coastal infrastructure → ocean dynamics
land use change → emissions
chemical use → biogeochemistry
land use → ecosystem processes
urban heat island → atmospheric effects

– Capture complex feedbacks between all these components
globalchange.gov
– Build decision-relevant models of Earth system processes
▪ Priorities & Goals: Ethically sensitive data synthesis and gap filling,
representation of human systems and dynamics in models (including AI-driven
agent-based models), ML models for spatio-temporal representation of human
processes, improve teaming and education, FAIR data and workflows, hybrid
models of Human-Earth systems

ESP Topic: Atmospheric Modeling
▪ Numerous ways AI can be used. Edge
data collection. Emulators. Nudging
model output with observations (learning
from the observations to detect model
bias).
▪ Grand vision for climate modeling: Can
we build a model that allows for “drop in
code”? ie can DOE’s E3SM (C++) have a
way a Python .py file can “instrument”
and learn at the physics time step?
▪ Lots of great 1,5,10 year goals and
thoughts from the team, clear
connections to the cross cuts (+FAIR)
and workforce development highlighted.

Figure 1. Using a corrective ML method in which the coarse model state is nudged to the reference state, with the
nudging tendencies machine learned, shows promise. Upper panel: RMSE of precipitation is reduced from 2.14
mm/day (left) to 1.65 mm/day (right) with ML-correction trained using observations (Watt-Meyer et al. 2021).
Lower panel: Similar reduction in precipitation RMSE from 3.66 mm/day (left) to 2.56 mm/day (right) is also
achieved with ML-correction trained using fine grid model output (Bretherton et al. 2021 in review).

ESP Topic: Aerosols & Clouds

▪ Observations:
– Ai techniques like MCMC to generate aerosol
chemistry data. Need physically constrained
models.
– Edge guided data collection. MODEX.
▪ New software infrastructure to seamlessly incorporate
AI/ML approaches in the modeling framework.
– Performant emulator of advanced architecture in
ESMs
– Online training, calibrate, and bias correction
– Easy testing of process (emulator) splitting and
coupling
▪ Cross cuts were highlighted:
– XAI is essential to get beyond the black box.
– Workforce development

ESP Topic: Climate Variability & Extremes

▪ Grand Challenges:
– Feature identification and characterization
– Discovering New Sources of Predictability
– Observation-model integration
– Downscaling and bias correction
▪ Future goals:
– AI-based workflows for running, post processing (or in
situ processing), and archiving high-quality ensembles of
ultra-high-res simulations
– the acquisition of more and new observational data for
extreme events
– the generation of high-resolution datasets to train
ClimateNet: an expert-labelled open dataset
machine learning models among many others
– Expand current scale of feature tracking of Ars, TCs, to and Deep Learning architecture for enabling
high-precision analyses of extreme weather
include tracking of fine-scale
– UQ + benchmark datasets, continued work in ESP
specific XAI methods, Workforce training and
development

ESP Topic: Hydrology

AI/ML on water availability and quality; Building on mature ML applications

▪ Scaling and generalizability
– Spatial/temporal resolution improvements, and representation of tails to capture
extreme events, in data products
– Transferability/generalizability from sparsely monitored systems
– Extreme events (floods, droughts, algal blooms, heatwaves)
▪ Incomprete process understanding and model representation
– Hybrid modeling
– Human systems
– Embedding empirical relationships within codes with conservation laws
represented
▪ Observations/Data
– Co-design of observations and models
– Data assimilation/data fusion

ESP Topic: Watershed Science

The integration of hydrology with geochemistry, plant physiology, microbial
community dynamics, human system dynamics and others

● Co-designing data collection and assimilation
○ Mobile/new sensors, sensor network optimization, data
harmonization
● Hybrid AI models for biogeochemical reactive transport
simulations
○ ML-embedded simulation framework, on-demand ML, data
assimilation
● Extreme and future effects/events
○ Automated observation (rapid response), hybrid ML for
simulated data
● Watershed microbial dynamics and ecology
○ Community observation network for BGC
○ Emergent biogeochemical functions across scales
● Human/engineered systems on watersheds
○ Human decisions, landscape changes
● Strategies of scaling
○ Multi-fidelity ML, surrogate models
○ Continuum-scale models from molecular BGC/microbiology data

ESP Topic: Coastal Dynamics, Oceans & Ice
▪

▪
▪

▪

▪

Modeling and Observations at Interfaces

Complex coupled systems and the nonlinear interactions between individual
components in both observational systems and models
– ML as a “coupler”
– Interoperability, explainability and trust in ML
Multi-spatio-temporal scale processes across the ice-land-ocean system.
– Scale-aware parameterizations
Incompleteness in observation/theory
– AI for “smart” platforms, instruments
and observation networks
– Data standardization
Prediction of extremes, tipping points,
and the influence of human actions
– Scenarios/future decisions
(estimation/investigation)
AI/ML for improved uncertainty
characterization
Sonnewald, et al. ERL (2021)

CC Topic: Knowledge Discovery & Stat Learning
Data Assimilation, Scale-Bridging, Data Fusion,
Data & Model Reduction, Statistical Learning,
Unsupervised Learning, UQ & Sensitivity Analysis

Arctic Vegetation Mapping from Multi-Sensor Fusion

▪ Grand Challenges

– Quantifying and propagating uncertainties
– Harmonizing, fusing, and synthesizing data
from multiple sources and sensors
– Accounting for nonlinearities and nonGaussianity for complex models
– Detecting anomalies and extremes in nonstationary climate
– Discovering governing equations from data

▪ Priorities & Goals: AI-ready benchmark data,
metrics for evaluating ML fidelity, reference
implementations of KD methods, testbeds for
benchmarking DA/ML, modularity for hybrid
models, integrated data/compute infrastructure

Map produced using a combination of linear dimension reduction (principal
components analysis), unsupervised classification (parallel k-means clustering),
and convolutional neural networks applied to data fused from multi-sensor
sources. (Langford et al. 2019, Remote Sensing)

CC Topic: AI Architecture Co-Design

Designing Next Generation Hardware & Software for AI/ML Approaches
▪ Grand Challenges

– Approaches for surrogates, data assimilation, etc.
– Enabling Earth system modeling community to
influence hardware design
– Co-design of AI/ML libraries and frameworks for
domain scientists to use
– Generic ML models & cloud services may not be
well suited for domain-specific problems
– Protocols and tools for seamless ESP data sharing
and federation inside/outside cloud
– Data movement from sensors to edge to central
processing to federated data systems

▪ Priorities & Goals: High level frameworks/APIs for
AI/ML development, metrics & UQ for ML models,
integrated hardware/software stacks from vendors,
edge user facility/test-bed for experiment & design

College of Engineering, Carnegie Mellon University

CC Topic: Neural Networks

ESP Challenges Motivating NNs, NN-Enhanced Physics,
Physics-Guided NNs, Data Challenges, Physics-Informed
UQ, Explainable/Interpretable NNs, Next Generation NNs

▪ Grand Challenges

– Trustworthy extremes, tipping points, and emergence under nonstationarity
– UQ for big/small observed/simulated/synthetic data &
heterogeneous processes
– Approaches for implementing & evaluating NN in ESMs
– Robust & generalizable causal inference for science discovery
– Attribute variability & physics-based UQ in tails/extremes
– Evaluation of models of tails, emergence, UQ, & causality

▪ Priorities & Goals: Community collaboration on benchmarks &
testbeds for NNs, hybrid models for tails/extremes with UQ,
bounds on generalization and interpretability, iterative causal
inference in ESMs, automatic code generation (NNs writing NNs)

CC Topic: Data Acquisition to Distribution

CC Topic: Knowledge-Informed Machine Learning

▪ Broken down into three areas: Scientific
knowledge, world knowledge and expert
knowledge.
▪ Natural Language Processing highlighted as
a key tool.
▪ Cross disciplinary teams are essential. CoDesign is needed to ensure AI solutions are
useful to the ESP community.

CC Topic: Explainable/Interpretable/Trustworthy AI
▪ Need a scientific framework for XAI -- ways to quantify and validate insights and the
origination of knowledge – including counterfactual reasoning
▪ Need ways to extract knowledge from learning machines
▪ Community standards, benchmarks, guidelines, provenance are critical to promote
robust and reproducible ML/AI for ESP.
▪ Reproducing ML outcomes reported in ESP literature is challenging and
reproducibility of the ML predictions/performance is far from satisfactory.
▪ Need benchmarking datasets relevant to weather and climate.
▪ Need to ensure community is involved in the development of the AI models to ensure
all needs are met.
▪ Need methods that are more bespoke for weather and climate applications -- most
ML/AI paradigms predicted on machine vision / industry applications.
▪ Need ways of extracting insights, e.g., relevant spatiotemporal scales, from predictive
and generative models.

CC Topic: Surrogate Models & Emulators
Building statistical representations of complex models

▪ Appropriate choice of ML methods for surrogate modeling
– Generalizable and reproducible ML method
▪ Accurate surrogate models on different scales and interpretable model
predictions with UQ
– Move from interpolation to extrapolation
▪ A unified framework providing a consistent treatment of uncertainties
– Parameter, model-form / multi-model, initial value/boundary value/forcing
uncertainties; calibrated prediction, inverse problems, model error / discrepancy
▪ Effective combination of different sources of data for surrogate modeling
– High dimensional data with small sample sizes; correlated, heterogeneous,
multiscale, nonstationary data; missing/sparse data; synthetic data
▪ Efficient computation and effective communication
– Parallel/distributed algorithms, scalability, ‘in-situ’ training and prediction, design
of experiments and active learning, dimension reduction, GPUs

CC Topic: Hybrid Modeling
Coupling physical models and ML

▪ Data-driven forecasting
– Online parameter/automatic tuning for ML is challenge
– Real-time data assimilation
▪ Uncertainty quantification and propagation
– An emulator for physical models
▪ Physics Informed ML
– Neural operators, and differential operators
– Learning unknown physics/equations from data
– Coupled large-scale simulations
▪ Integrated software framework
– Differentiable climate modeling
– Routine hybrid model training, coupling, validation, hardware acceleration
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